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Introduction 

SolAR, in essence, is an exploration into a possible use case for mixed reality technology that 
shies away from the norm of  visually augmented gaming and utility applications. I 
developed this application because I believe that it has the potential to scale into multiple 
settings, including networked interaction and installation models. With modern advancements 
in AR technology, i.e, the release of  Apple’s ARKit 2.0 - it makes it more accessible for 
developers to create complex augmented and mixed reality applications. 

In its current form, SolAR is a spatial audio experience where the user is the centre of  a 
randomly generated or user-parametrised solar system. Through data sonification, celestial 
bodies orbiting the centre of  the system are heard orbiting the user at variable paces. Their 
audio source is a real-time synthesiser that creates a random sequence based on a 
predetermined scale. Parameters of  the synthesiser are set at run time based on the respective 
physical properties of  the individual celestial objects. 

My primary motivations for the developing of  this software is my fascination of  the cosmos,  
the development of  modern AR technology, and my interest in aurally perceiving information 
and object properties through data sonification. 

To access the commit history of  the project on GitHub, navigate to:  

https://github.com/sambilbow/SolAR/commits/master 
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https://github.com/sambilbow/SolAR/commits/master


Research Background 
  

Data sonification in creative practice 
I would like to preface this section by discussing two concepts: ‘added value’, and ‘data 
sonification’. 

Added value 

In the field of  audio-visual composition and performance, Michel Chion notes the concept of  
‘added value’ - the idea that the total effect of  synchronised audio and visual elements is 
greater than the individual effects of  separated audio and visual elements (Chion 1990); if  
one element was taken away, the total effect is less impactful. 

Data sonification 

Data sonification is defined as the use of  non-speech audio to convey information (Kramer, 
1994). There are a number of  ways in which this information can be utilised aurally, with well 
known examples including medical (heart rate monitors), military (cockpit auditory displays 
and sonar) and automotive (speedometer alarms) uses. The use of  auditory displays is 
especially important when we consider how reliant consumers of  technology are on visual 
display of  information. Including auditory display has the benefit of  increasing the channels 
of  communication between human and computer, which increases bandwidth (speed of  
information consumption), and decreases visual overload.  

When considering data sonification as a method of  composition within creative practice, it 
must be taken into account that the sonification exists of  the data, but the data not of  the 
sonification. In most formats it is a one way process, which, importantly, has been defined by 

the creator of  the system and is arbitrary. 
When one replaces the term ‘visual’ with 
‘informational’, I believe that Chion’s 
concept of  added value exists within this 
context - in that the value of  the sonification 
is wholly attributed to the process (Figure 1) 
of  the sonification, and as a system, there is 
added value to the data. 

Examples of  contemporary works of  data sonification that have influenced SolAR include 
Ryoji Ikeda’s datamatics (Ikeda, 2006). In this audiovisual project, Ikeda uses software to aurally 
perceive otherwise invisible datasets. It has taken many forms, including audiovisual concerts, 
installations, and CD releases. During the development of  SolAR I came across Nick Ryan’s 
installation work Machine 9. Machine 9 is a physical instrument that tracks the position of  
27,000 pieces of  space debris, and transforms their locational data into sound as they pass 
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Figure 1: Sonification process



over Earth. Machine 9 was engineered to make people more aware of  the dangerous amounts 
of  this debris by “giving them voice” (Ryan and Le Couteur, 2016). 

AR in creative practice 
The advancement of  mobile AR technology being focused on camera technology (namely 
Apple’s ARKit and Google’s ARCore) has lead to visual displays being the main form of  AR 
consumption (Kiefer and Chevalier, 2018). The majority of  AR experiences depend, 
therefore, on the user’s handheld device being the ‘viewfinder’ into the mediated ‘reality’ that 
they are to experience. Not only does this reduce immersion, it has also lead to vast amount 
of  “AR” applications that don’t ‘augment’ anything other than the handheld device’s reality, 
let alone the user’s.  

Whilst I believe that the implementation in handheld devices of  AR is positive due to its now 
widespread use and development, it has been damaging for the use of  creative practitioners 
using AR as a medium for computational art to sideline other sensory aspects of  a users 
‘reality’ such as auditory and haptic perception - especially when these modes of  sensory 
perception were being discussed at the same time as using visual perception modes (Azuma, 
1997). Perhaps the industry will see a shift back to head-mounted displays, allowing for more 
immersive multi-modal experiences. The main limitation in doing this would be the social 
acceptance of  mainstream head-mounted displays in every day life, which would depend on 
the unobtrusiveness of  the system, as well as addressing with privacy concerns of  using 
potentially hidden camera technology in public (Krevelen, 2010). 

In SolAR, I hope to start a project that has a wide range of  future uses for its data 
sonification, implementing networked AR experience into the app is definitely in the app’s 
development roadmap. 
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SolAR 

Design 
SolAR aims to allow the user to perceive inaudible celestial objects aurally, using a mix spatial 
audio techniques and AR technology. It is currently for iOS smartphone users as it has been 
developed using ARKit, and is ideally experienced with high quality stereo headphones. In its 
current iteration, the software is more of  a relaxation virtual reality experience, where 
imaginary solar systems are generated from user specified or random numbers, however 
future iterations could see SolAR being an educational tool that uses real-time data from our 
own solar system to visualise and sonify various natural and human-made celestials with a 
head-mounted display such as the Microsoft HoloLens. 

SolAR is developed in Unity3D due to its engine natively allowing spatial audio. It makes use 
of  the ARKit plugin, which has allowed me to implement a system that takes the users 
position into consideration. With the release of  ARKit 2.0 allowing networked AR 
interactions within the same 3D world, I thought that it would be a good idea to use this 
technology as it will allow me to implement more advanced features into SolAR in the future 
including the possibility of  an installation where users can interact and and compose within a 
generated SolAR system.  

The limitation of  using a handheld device such as a smartphone for this project is that in 
stereo spatial audio, sound sources can only be perceived in one dimension, the X axis. 
However, in SolAR, a second dimension can be perceived due to Unity3D’s “3D sound 
settings”. With this parameter, I can choose to have the 3D engines information about how 
far away a sound source is from the listener attenuate the volume of  the sound source. This 
allows the perception of  the Z axis, or the distance away from the listener laterally. The 
advantage of  developing SolAR in Unity3D is the ability to render the software to different 
operating systems. This means that I could use the app on a device with more than 2 channel 
outputs, achieving a more immersive experience at the cost of  portability. 
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Implementation 

In the early development of  this software, I was experimenting with placing 3D objects in 
space using ARKit, the user had a visual display of  these objects and could place, as well as 
displace, objects by colliding them with each other. At some point during the development of  
this 3D placing software, I had the idea to instance celestial objects instead, that rotated 
around the user. This lead to me creating a ‘prefab’ for a default celestial object (prefab is 
essentially a term for a template object). Upon researching the use of  AR in computational 
art, I decided to remove the visual aspect of  reality mediation, and focus on the aural display, 
to see just how immersive I could create a spatial system using one sensory mode. ARKit was 
instrumental in improving the immersion of  the system as it takes gyroscopic data from the 
users phone and uses it to position them in the system rotationally. This means that when you 
rotate in your own environment, you can hear the relative positions of  the celestials move (as 
well as their own orbital movements). 

SolAR operates based on object-oriented programming through combination of  authored 3D 
objects, and a number of  C# scripts that I have developed. There are currently two modes of  
use for the app - ‘generate system’ and ‘create system’. The main premise of  the scripts I have 
written are to instance the prefab objects, and then assign those objects individual properties 
by using for loops. Four of  these properties then set parameters on the synthesiser engines 
attached to each object, and a generate sequence script generates a sequence based on a 
predetermined scale. An audio manager object with a script attached automatically assigns 
objects (after they have been instanced) to mixer groups that have the AudioHelm synth 
attached to their channel strips. This script flow is shown in figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Sonification of  data within SolAR



Coding4Fun (Microsoft) Design Engineer, Rick Barraza’s video series on creative coding with 
Unity was instrumental in my understanding of  the idea of  coding procedurally - creating 
templates with property values that could be cloned and altered with ‘master/manager’ 
scripts (Barraza, 2016). 

Figure 3 shows the for loop that clones an amount of  celestial objects and assigns random 
property values to them. Some values based on the ID of  the clone, which allows for patterns 
such as the first clone being the closest to the centre.  This script is used in the generate system 
mode. 

The create system mode differs in that it allows the user to specify all of  the property values for 
the system. The user can control the amount of  objects and their parameters. I had started 
working on an actual solar system model before starting the development of  this create system 
mode, until I realised that it was a step in the wrong direction. I realised that I shouldn’t be 
hand-crafting the solar system in a 3D engine, instead, I should be making the template 
scripts and objects that would allow me to simply input an xml or other similarly formatted 
property file that could get parsed and do all of  the work for me - thats what procedural 
programming is all about after all, right? It was at this point in the project where I devoted a 
lot of  time into the create system. I had a specific UI flow in mind, which is shown in the 
middle section of  Figure 4 below. It was after the creation of  this UI in Unity that I came 
across a bug where the software would crash on iOS when using the create system. After 
meticulously scrutinising my code for two days and rewriting most of  it (which was a great 
exercise in identifying my own bad coding habits), I realised that the way that I was 
referencing gameObjects in a way that iOS couldn’t understand, and as a result, the celestials 
weren’t being instanced - which was crashing the whole app. This isn’t documented anywhere 
in the Unity API, hence why it took a while to debug.   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Figure 2: celestialObjectInstantiator.cs
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About app section

Created system

Generated system

Main menuWelcome screen

Main menu System properties Planet properties

Main menu

Figure 4: Flow of  UI



Evaluation 

At the conception of  my idea of  SoLAR, I sought to create a a spatial audio experience with 
data sonification, I believe that SolAR achieves this, and lays the foundation for a greater 
experience to be developed in the future. A lot of  the challenges associated with this project 
were attributed to learning C#, and how to think computationally about generative art - for 
example realising when to create templates, and what makes a good creative mapping in 
terms of  data sonification.  

 
In the future, I definitely plan to develop the audio system in SolAR, by fine tuning the 
sequence generator (which is modified from a demo in the AudioHelm documentation) to 
include a Markov-like system based on interactions within the generated system (i.e. distance 
between celestials using Unity’s raycast function) to generate more sonically rich textures and 
sounds. In addition, I would enjoy taking SolAR into the context of  a sound installation, 
implementing ARKit 2.0’s networked AR capability to create shared composition 
experiences. I envision this experience to be in a multichannel format much more advanced 
than stereo or even quad channel - implementing the ambisonic format into SolAR would 
improve group and individual immersion by a great deal. 
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